
UNITED STATES BANKRUPTCY COURT 
EASTERN DISTRICT OF MICHIGAN 

 
NOTICE OF ADOPTION OF 

REVISED LOCAL BANKRUPTCY RULES 
AND ECF ADMINISTRATIVE PROCEDURES 

 
 
 On January 5, 2016, the Court entered two separate administrative orders.  

Administrative Order No. 16-01 adopts revised Local Bankruptcy Rules.  Administrative 

Order No. 16-02 adopts revised ECF Administrative Procedures.  A copy of each 

administrative order is being sent out along with this notice.  Both the revised Local 

Bankruptcy Rules and the revised ECF Administrative Procedures will become effective 

on February 1, 2016.  There are extensive revisions, intended to reflect and incorporate 

changes in the Bankruptcy Code, the Federal Rules of Bankruptcy Procedure, case law and 

practice that have occurred since the last time that the Court conducted a comprehensive 

review of the Local Bankruptcy Rules and ECF Administrative Procedures in 2008.  I 

encourage you to review all of the revised Local Bankruptcy Rules and 

ECF Administrative Procedures.  The Court has posted on its website a clean copy and a 

redlined version to show the changes that have been made to the current Local Bankruptcy 

Rules and the current ECF Administrative Procedures. 

 
 Also, to assist you in gaining familiarity with the revisions, the Bankruptcy Court 

and the Debtor/Creditor Rights Committee of the Business Law Section of the State Bar of 

Michigan are presenting a seminar on January 13, 2016 from 4:00 p.m. to 7:00 p.m. in 

Room 115 of the United States District Court, 231 West Lafayette Boulevard, Detroit, 
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Michigan 48226.  The seminar will provide an overview of all the changes with discussion 

by bankruptcy court judges and bankruptcy practitioners.  With this notice is a copy of the 

registration form for the seminar.  To ensure that you reserve a spot, please email Judy 

Calton at jcalton@honigman.com.  Space is limited, so I encourage you to make your 

reservation as soon as possible. 

 
 The adoption of the revised Local Bankruptcy Rules and revised 

ECF Administrative Procedures is the culmination of over a year and a half of hard work 

by bench and bar.  All of the comments and suggestions that were made along the way 

were greatly appreciated and were thoroughly discussed and considered.  I wish to 

especially thank all of the individuals who volunteered to serve on the Rules Advisory 

Committee for the Bankruptcy Court and its various subcommittees, who performed an 

exhaustive review of our current Local Bankruptcy Rules and ECF Administrative 

Procedures and participated in the preparation of the April 27, 2015 written report from the 

Rules Advisory Committee to the Bankruptcy Court. 

 
 
 
       PHILLIP J. SHEFFERLY 
       Chief Bankruptcy Judge 
 
Dated:   January 6, 2016 
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